In a Software Product Line (SPL), a feature model is widely used to represent the commonalities and variabilities of a family of software products. In the process of establishing feature models, the incorrect and inaccurate feature relationships will lead to feature model errors which prevent the effective product configuration. The feature model validation aims to identify the errors existing in a feature model and find the solutions of resolving the errors. The current validation approaches transformed a feature model into a Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) and used off-the-shelf solvers to reason on the CSP. However, the use of solvers might take an infeasible amount of time for validating large scale feature models, as CSP exhibits the exponential complexity and requires a combination of heuristics and combinational search methods. This study developed an efficient validation approach based on the contradictory feature relationships behind the errors. As the contradictory feature relationships were found based on feature relationship propagation, the solvers were not required by this approach. The performance and correctness of this proposed approach were evaluated by comparing with the CSP based approach based on a set of predesigned feature models and a number oflarge-scale feature models.
INTRODUCTION
A software product line is defined as aa set of software-intensive systems sharing a common, managed set of features that satisfy specific needs of a particular market or mission and that are developed from a common set of core assets in a prescribed way" (Clements and Northrop, 2002) . As an important artifact in software product lines, a feature model is widely used to represent the commonalities and variabilities of software product line members and configure specific products in product configuration (Asikainen et al., 2006) . The feature relationships among features, including hierarchical relationships and cross-tree constraints, are introduced into a feature model to constrain the set of products that can be configured from a feature model. In product configuration, a specific product can be derived from a feature model by selecting the desired features based on the customers' requirements and the selection constraints imposed by the feature relationships (Rabiser et al., 2011) .
In feature modelling, the designers will inevitably introduce contradictory feature relationships into a feature model by mistake. The contradictory feature relationships are a set of transmissible feature relationships which will lead to contradictions in product configuration. For examples, there are three relationships among features A, B and Cina feature model: A requires B; B requires C and C excludes A. Obviously these three feature relationships are contradictory, as the inclusion of A will lead to a contradiction (exclusion of A) through these relationships. The contradictory feature relationships will ultimately result in feature model errors, i.e., dead features and false variable features (Von der MaBen and Lichter, 2004) . To ensure the effective product configuration, the errors existing in a feature model and their corresponding causes must be identified in feature model validation. As it is an error-prone and time-consuming task for designers to validate large-scale feature models, the automated support has been recognized as one of challenges in the area offeature model validation (Batory et al., 2006) .
To provide the automated support, a set of approaches transformed a feature model validation problem into a constraint satisfaction problem and used the off-the-shelf solvers to automate the validation (Trinidad et al., 2008; Czarnecki and Kim, 2005; Zhang et al., 2004) . However, these approaches were quite inefficient, especially when explaining feature model errors, as the constraint satisfaction problem is NP-complete and the complexity of these approaches is exponential to the number of units (features and relationships) of the feature model. The solvers might be unable to resolve the CSP of a large-scale feature model in a feasible amount of time. To overcome this limitation, a set of approaches were proposed to reduce the size of the CSP that needs to be resolved by solvers in different ways. For example, Yan et al. (2009) eliminated the validationirrelevant features and feature relationships from a feature model. Segura (2008) used the atomic sets instead of features in validation. Mendonca (2009) developed a propagation algorithm to handle the hierarchical relationships and used the solvers to deal with the cross-tree constraints. Although these approaches could improve the validation efficiency in some domain-specific cases, their complexity was still exponential to the number of units in a feature model as they all use solvers.
This study aimed to propose a validation approach that can work without the solvers. The study of Mendonca (2009) inspired the idea of adapting the structural properties of a feature model for validation. Based on the observation that feature model errors were caused by the contradictory feature relationships, this study proposed an approach of identifying and explaining feature model errors based on the contradictory feature relationships existing in a feature model. An algorithm of finding all contradictory feature relationships from a feature model was developed based on feature relationship propagation in a feature tree. Furthermore, this study developed a tool suite called Feature Model Validation Tool (FMVTool) to implement the concepts of the proposed approach and evaluated the proposed approach by comparing the validation results from FMVTool and a CSP based validation tool called Feature Model Analyzer (FAMA) (Benavides et al., 2007) .
The evaluation results showed that the approach proposed in this study can provide the same validation results with the CSP based approach and this proposed approach was more efficient than the CSP based approach for validating large-scale feature models. BACKGROUND Feature models: A feature model is a formalism of capturing and representing the common and variable characteristics among the products in a software product line in terms of features (Asikainen et al., 2006) . Mostly, a feature model is represented by an and/or tree-structure feature diagram which involves of two kinds of components: features and feature relationships. The features describe distinguishable characteristics of software systems and feature relationships represent the selection constraint among features. The feature relationships can be further classified into hierarchical relationships which describe the selection constraint between a parent feature and its child features and cross-tree constraints which represent the selection constraint between two cross-tree features. Since Kang et al. (1990) first introduced the notation of basic feature diagram in Feature Oriented Domain Analysis (FODA); several extensions have been proposed to improve its succinctness and naturalness. For example, Riebisch et al. (2002) introduced the Unified Modelling Language (UML) multiplicity to enhance the feature diagram notation. Czarnecki et al. (2004) proposed Cardinality-based Feature Model (CBFM) which includes feature cardinalities, group cardinalities and feature diagram references. Benavides et al. (2005) extended feature models with feature attributes to represent quality attributes. Among these extensions, all authors agreed that a minimum feature diagram notation should be able to present three kinds of hierarchical relationships: mandatory, optional and feature groups and two kinds of cross-tree constraints: requires and excludes (Mendonca et al., 2008) . Therefore, the cardinality-based feature model was most widely adapted in software product line community. This study focused on validating the cardinality-based feature models. The semantics and notations of feature relationships in a cardinality-based feature model are shown in Table 1 . Figure 1 shows an example of the cardinality based feature model from tourist guide software product line. ({Tourist guide" is the root feature. If ({service" is selected, aroute search" must be selected because of the mandatory relationship between them and ({position detection" may or may not be selected because of the optional relationship between them. If "terminal device" is selected, at least one from ({Mobile" and aPDA" must be selected due to the group cardinality al .. 2".
To maintain the information of the cross-tree constraints, this study adapted a matrix-based approach proposed by Ye (2005) . First, a matrix with n columns and n rows is generated Table 1 : Semantics and notations of feature relationships in cardinality based feature models
Feature relationships Semantic

Hierarchical relationships
Mandatory If the parent feature is selected, the child feature which has a mandatory relationship with its parent must be selected.
Optional Variation point and variants
Cross tree constraints Requires
Excludes
If the parent feature is selected, the child feature which has an optional relationship with its parent may or may not be selected. where n is the total number of features involved in the cross-tree constraints. Second, all the features that involve in the cross-tree constraints are listed as the column elements and row elements respectively in the generated matrix. Finally, if a feature in the row ({requires" a feature in the column, the corresponding cell is assigned with al", while if a feature in the row ({excludes" a feature in the column, the corresponding cell is assigned with a2". Following the above steps, a matrix is designed as shown in Table 2 for managing the cross-tree constraints of the feature model in Fig. 1 . This matrix shows that ({mobile" excludes ({encryption", ({terminal device" excludes a modem", a terminal device" requires a encryption" and etc.
The features of a feature model can be classified into full-mandatory features and variable features based on the hierarchical relationships. A full-mandatory feature is a feature which connects with root feature by a hierarchical path where all hierarchical relationships are mandatory (Von der MaBen and Lichter, 2004) . Based on the semantics of mandatory relationship, the full-mandatory features will appear in all products in a software product line. The features except the full-mandatory features in a feature model are called variable features in this study. In the feature model of Fig. 1 , the full-mandatory features include Tourist Guide, Security Mechanism, Operating Environment, Network Connection, Services and Route Search and all other features are variable features. As discussed Cf e et al., 2010), the ({requires" or a excludes" constraints can only exist between two variable features. The involvement of full-mandatory features in the cross-tree constraints will lead to feature model errors.
The product configuration based on a feature model is the process of selecting the desired features from a feature model based on the customers' requirements. As features are units used for selection, the product configuration based on a feature model is also named as Feature Based Product Configuration (FBPC) (Mendonca et al., 2008) . In FBPC, the variabilities in a feature model are provided to the stakeholders who need to understand and resolve them (Rabiser, 2009 ).
Meanwhile, the selection must satisfy the feature relationships specified in the feature model. However, a feature model may include the contradictory feature relationships that will result in contradictions in FBPC. For instance, feature mobile in Fig. 1 is a variable feature which can be provided to customers for selection in product configuration. If mobile is selected based on the customers' requirements, terminal device must also be selected due to the parental relationship between them. In order to satisfy the constraint ({terminal device requires encryption", encryption must be selected due to the inclusion of terminal device. If encryption is selected, mobile must be removed to satisfy the constraint a encryption excludes mobile", which is obviously a contradiction since feature mobile have already been selected. Then there is an error related with feature mobile, as its selection will lead to contradictions in FBPC. To ensure effective product configuration, the feature model errors and their causes must be identified in feature model validation.
Feature model validation: Feature model validation aims to identify the errors existing in a feature model and provide explanations for each identified error. Trinidad et al. (2008) considered a feature model error as an incorrect definition of feature relationships which lead to that the set of products described by a feature model may not match the software product line it describes. In literature three critical feature model errors have been proposed: void feature model (Benavides et al., 2005) , dead feature (Trinidad et al., 2008) , false variable feature (Trinidad et al., 2008) . Benavides et al. (2010) has summarized the definitions of these three feature model errors as follows:
• Dead features: A feature is dead if it cannot appear in any product despite of being defined in a feature model • False variable feature: A feature is false variable ifit must be present in a product whenever its parent is present, despite of not being modeled as a mandatory feature • Void feature model: A feature model is invalid or void when no products can be derived from the feature model. A void feature model is a special case of dead feature error where all the features are dead
The feature model of Fig. 2 is used to illustrate the above feature model errors. In Fig. 2 , R is the root feature and it will be included in all products; feature A, B, C and D connects with R by hierarchical relationships Br-1, Br-2, Br-3 and Br-4 respectively; feature E and F connects with A by optional relationship Br-5 and Br-6; feature G and H constitute a feature group with cardinality "1..1" and connect with D by Br-7; feature E excludes with feature B by the "excludes" constraint Based on the definitions of feature model errors, a set of errors in the feature model of Fig. 2 can be detected. Feature G and E are dead features because they cannot appear in any product. Feature H and F are false variable features because they must be present in all products. The causes of these errors can be found by examining the feature relationships. As discussed (Ye et al., 2010) , the full-mandatory features cannot be involved in the ({requires" or ({excludes" constraints, as they are not selectable. Therefore, feature Eis dead because it excludes with the full-mandatory feature B and feature Fis false variable because it is required by the full-mandatory feature B. The errors on G and H lie in the contradictory feature relationships. For example, feature G is dead due to the set of contradictory feature relationships: Rq-2, Ex-2 and Br-7; feature His false variable due to the set of contradictory feature relationships: Br-7, Rq-2 and Ex-2. The feature model of Fig. 2 is not a void feature model because at least one product which consists of R, B and F can be derived from the feature model.
As discussed above, there are two important tasks that need to be accomplished in feature model validation: error identification and error explanation:
• Error identification: In the task of error identification, a feature model is input and a list of feature model errors are returned, i.e., dead features, false variable features and void feature model. For instance, if the feature model of Fig. 2 is input for error identification, four errors will be returned: dead feature G, dead feature E, false variable feature H and false variable feature F • Error explanation: In the task of error explanation, a feature model error is input and a set of its explanations are returned. Herein, an explanation of a feature model error is a right set offeature relationships that must be modified to remove the error (Trinidad et al., 2008) . Each feature model error may correspond to a set of explanations. For instance, if the error a dead feature G" is input for error explanation, three explanations will be returned: {Br-2}, {Ex-2} or {Br-7}
RELATED WORKS
The feature model validation was first identified in FODA (Kang et al., 1990) (Cook 1971) and it exhibits exponential complexity\'{ an et al., Segura, 2008; Mackworth, 1977) , requiring a combination of heuristics and combinational search methods. Due to the NP-complete nature, the validation of a large scale feature model in the above approaches suffers from state space explosion problem, especially when explaining feature model errors. For example, Trinidad et al. (2008) transformed a feature model into a constraint satisfaction problem where all features are transformed into feature variables and all feature relationships are transformed into constraint variables. Then the feature model errors and their explanations were identified based on whether valid solutions can be derived from the constraint satisfaction problem by solvers under the certain conditions. Using Trinidad's approach, to validate a feature model with n features and m feature relationships, the searched space of the constraint satisfaction problem is as large as 2m+o (Trinidad et al., 2008) . In this case, it is impossible to explore the entire state space with limited resources of time and memory by the CSP solvers.
To improve the efficiency, a set of approaches aimed to reduce the size of the CSP that needs to be resolved by the solvers without changing the result offeature model validation. For example, Yan et al. (2009) proposed an approach of eliminating the validation-irrelevant features and feature relationships from a feature model. Segura (2008) proposed an approach of finding atomic sets, the group offeatures that can be treated as a unit in product configuration and using atomic sets instead of features in feature model validation. Mendonca (2009) developed a propagation algorithm to deal with the hierarchical relationships and used the SAT-solvers to reason on the extra-constraints, such as requires and excludes. As discussed earlier, the complexity of resolving the CSP of a feature model by solvers is exponential to the number of units (features and relationships) of the feature model. In this sense, these approaches can improve the validation efficiency in some domain-specific cases. For example, the validation efficiency can be improved if the number of validation-irrelevant units is large in Y an's study.
In conclusion, the current validation approaches were inefficient, as they need to use the solvers to explore the entire solution space of a constraint satisfaction problem. Although a set of approaches improved the validation efficiency by reducing the size of the CSP that needs to be resolved by solvers without changing the validation results in different ways, the complexity was still exponential to the number of model elements due to the use of solvers. The limitations of the current approaches inspired us to develop a more efficient validation approach that can work without the solvers.
AN APPROACH FOR VALIDATING FEATURE MODELS
It is argued that a feature diagram has important structural properties that will support efficient algorithms for validating a feature model. The main idea is based on the observation that feature model errors are caused by the contradictory feature relationships. Based on this observation, a feature model validation problem can be transformed into a problem of finding Contradictory Feature Relationships (CFR) from a feature model. Then the feature model errors and their corresponding explanations can be identified based on the found CFR. A recursive algorithm of finding CFR from a feature model is developed based on the feature relationship propagation on feature trees. Cause of feature model errors: This section aims to find the causes behind feature model errors. As discussed by Ye et al. (2010) , the full-mandatory features involved in the cross-tree constraints will result in feature model errors. For example, if a variable feature excludes with a full-mandatory feature, it will be a dead feature as it cannot appear in any product, such as feature E in Fig. 2 . If a variable feature is required by a full-mandatory feature, it will be a false variable feature as it will appear in all products, such as feature Fin Fig. 2 . The feature model errors in this case can be resolved in two ways: removing the cross-tree constraints imposed on full-mandatory features or modifying the hierarchical relationships to change full-mandatory features into variable features. Once all feature model errors caused by the cross-tree constraints imposed on fullmandatory features are resolved, the feature model is not void, because at least one product which consists of all the full-mandatory features can be derived from the feature model.
Besides the errors in the above case, it is observed that feature model errors (dead feature or false variable feature) are caused by contradictory feature relationships. The "dead feature" is used as an example to illustrate this idea. A dead feature cannot be present in any product, which means it cannot be selected in product configuration. This is because the selection of a dead feature will result in contradictory configuration conclusions through feature relationship propagation. Herein, the feature relationship propagation starting from a specific feature f is the process of propagating the inclusion or removal off to a set of other features by the transmissible feature relationships. A contradictory configuration conclusion is a conflict in feature relationship propagation and arises in two scenarios: a feature that has already been included needs to be removed or a feature that has already been removed needs to be included. For a specific feature f, if its inclusion or removal results in contradictory configuration conclusions through a set of feature relationships, there is an error on feature f and this set offeature relationships is one cause of the error. This study focuses on resolving the feature model errors caused by contradictory feature relationships and define dead features and false variable features based on their causes as follows:
• Dead feature: A feature f is a dead feature if the inclusion off will result in contradictory configuration conclusions by feature relationship propagation starting from f • False variable feature: A feature fis a false variable feature ifthe removal off will result in contradictory configuration conclusions by feature relationship propagation starting from f Based on the above discussion, the key issue of identifying an error on feature f is to find the contradictory configuration conclusions through the feature relationship propagation starting from f. The key issue of explaining an error on f is to find the cause of the error, which is the set of feature relationships that will result in the contradictory configuration conclusions. In this study, a set of feature relationships that will result in a contradictory configuration conclusion is called a Contradictory Relationship Set (CRS). CRS (f, inclusion) is used to represent a CRS by which the inclusion off can result in a contradictory configuration conclusion and CRS (f, removal) is used to represent a CRS by which the removal off can result in a contradictory configuration conclusion.
In some cases, the inclusion or removal of a specific feature f will result in more than one contradictory configuration conclusion. As each contradictory configuration conclusion is caused by a specific CRS, the corresponding error on f is caused by all its related CRS. For example, in Figure   2 , the feature Gis a dead feature and its CRS is CRS (G, inclusion)= {Rq-2, Ex-2, Br-7}.
Based on the causes offeature model errors, the formal rules of identifying feature model errors are proposed as follows:
• If there exists one or more CRS (f, inclusion) in a feature model, feature f is a dead feature • If there exists one or more CRS (f, removal) in a feature model, feature f is a false variable feature
In order to identify feature model errors and find their explanations, all Contradictory Relationship Sets (CRS) existing in a feature model need to be found. As a CRS is found whenever a contradictory configuration conclusion arises in feature relationship propagation, the process of feature relationship propagation and the detailed propagation rules are introduced in next section.
Feature relationship propagation: The feature relationship propagation is the process of propagating the inclusion or removal of a specific feature to other features in the feature model through different feature relationships, such as hierarchical relationships and cross-tree constraints. In feature relationship propagation starting from a specific feature f, the inclusion or removal off will lead to that its adjacent features, such as parent, child and dependent features, are included or removed based on their specific relationship with f. Then the inclusion or exclusion of its adjacent features will result in inclusions or exclusions of their adjacent features as well and so forth. Then the key issue of the feature relationship propagation is the rules about how to propagate the inclusion or removal of a specific feature to its adjacent features. To propose propagation rules, some definitions are first given:
Definition 1: Each feature in a feature model has an attribute named as ({status" that ranges over the domain {-1, 0, 1}. The default ({status" value of a feature is ao" which means a decision has not been made on this feature. In product configuration, the attribute ({status" gets the value al" if this feature is included to be a part of the product and gets the value "-1" if this feature is removed from the product.
Definition 2: In product configuration, the action of changing the ({status" value of a feature f from ao" to al" is named as including f and represent as a Include (f)". The action of changing the a status" value of a feature f from ao" to a-1" is named as removing f and represented as ({Remove (f)". Definition 4: The adjacent features of a feature f includes all the features that connect with fby a single feature relationship, such as mandatory, optional, feature group cardinality, requires or excludes. The adjacent features offeature fare represented as follows:
• Parent feature: f has a parent feature if f is not root feature of a feature model. f. parent is used to represent the parent feature off. Iffis a root feature, f. parent has the value "null". f. pr is used to represent the hierarchical relationship that connects feature f with its parent feature:
• f. pr = m, if a mandatory relationship connects f with f. parent • f. pr= o, if an optional relationship connects f with f. parent • f. pr= v, if a variation point relationship connects f with f. parent • Child feature: f has a number of child features if f is not leaf feature of a feature model. f.child is used to represent the set of child features of feature f. If f is not a variation point feature, f.child includes two subsets f.child-mandatory and f. child-optional while iffis a variation point feature, f.child includes one subset f. child-variants:
• The notation "f. child-mandatory" represents the set of child features which connect with f by mandatory relationships • The notation "f. child-optional" represents the set of child features which connect with fby optional relationships • The notation "f. child-variants" represent the set of variant features that connect with fby variation point cardinality • Brother feature: f has a set of brother features if f is a variant feature under a variation point. f. brother is used to represent the set of variant features which belong to the same variation point with f • Friend feature: fhas a set of friend features iff connects with other features by ({requires" or a excludes" feature dependencies. f. friend is used to represent the set of features which connect with fby cross-tree feature dependencies. The feature set f. friend can be decomposed into three subsets f. exld, f. reqed and f. reqs where f. friend= f. exlduf. reqeduf. reqs:
• The notation f. exld represents the set of features that f excludes • The notation f. reqed represents the set offeatures that require f • The notation f. reqs represents the set of features that f requires Based on the above definitions, the adjacent features for any specific feature in a feature model can be identified. The tourist guide feature model of Fig. 1 is used to show how to represent the adjacent features of a specific feature in a feature model. The adjacent features of two features "Terminal Device" and "LAN" are given in Table 3 . In Table 3 , {0} means the feature in the column has no adjacent features of the type in the row.
In order to simplify the feature model, the optional relationships are first transformed into variation point relationship. In cardinality-based feature model, a feature f and its optional child features f. child-optional can be transformed into a variation point with cardinality [O ... n] where Fig. 3 . The satellite is an optional feature under network connection in Fig. 1 and it is transferred into a variation point with cardinality [O .. 1] in Fig. 3 . The feature model of Fig. 1 is same with feature model of Fig. 3 , as they indicate the same set of products. After the above transformation, only four kinds of feature relationships need to be considered in feature relationship propagation process: requires, excludes, mandatory and variation point with cardinality.
In feature relationship propagation, the inclusion or removal of a specific feature has different impacts on its adjacent features based on the semantics of different feature relationships specified in Table 1 . In the following, the detailed rules of feature relationship propagation are defined. In these propagation rules, "Include(±)" is true iffis included into a product while "Remove(±)" is true if f is removed from a product. The propositional logic aA~B" means if A is true, B will be true.
1. When the action imposed on f is "include (±)" which means f is included into a product, the adjacent features off will be affected through feature relationships as follows:
• Parent feature: When f is not the root feature, if f is included, its parent feature will be included. The propagation rule is:
Include (f)/\(f. parent 1 = null)= Include (f. parent)
• Mandatory child feature: When f is not leaf feature and f has a set of mandatory child features f.child-mandatory, if f is included, all features in f.child-mandatory will be included. It should be noted that a variation point feature is the mandatory child feature of its parent feature • Requires friend feature: When there exists a set of features that f requires, if f is included, all features inf. reqs will be included. The propagation rule is:
Include (f)=\ifrEf.reqs:lnclude (fr)
• Excludes friend feature: When there exists a set of features that f excludes, if f is included and all the features inf. exld will be removed. The propagation rule is:
Include (f)=\ifrEf.exld:Remove (fr)
2. When the action on f is Remove (f) which means f is removed from products, the adjacent features off will be affected through feature relationships as follows:
• Mandatory parent feature: When fis not the root feature and f connects with its parent feature by mandatory relationship, if f is removed, its parent feature f. parent will be removed. The propagation rule is:
Remove (f) /\f. pr== m=Remove (f. parent)
• Variation point parent feature: \iVhen f is a variant feature under a variation point feature with cardinality [a ... b] and it has a set of brother features f. brother, iff is removed and the number of removed features in f.brother exceeds its maximum value NumberofFeatures (f.brother)-a, its parent feature f. parent will be removed. The propagation rules is:
Remove (f) /\NumberofRemoved (f.brother)>NumberofFeatures (f.brother) -a=Remove (f.parent)
• Child feature: When f is not a leaf feature and it has a set of child features f. child, iff is removed, all the features inf. child will be removed. The propagation rule is:
Remove (f)=\ifcEf.child:Remove (fc)
• Brother feature: When f is a variant feature under a variation point with cardinality a .. b and it has a set of brother features f.brother, if its parent feature f. parent has already been included and the number of removed features in f.brother reaches its maximum value NumberofFeatures (f.brother)-a, all the features that are not determined inf.brother will be included. The propagation rule is:
Remove (f) /\NumberofRemoved (f.brother) = = NumberofFeatures (f.brother) -a /\f. parent. status = =1 =\ifbEf.brother /\fb. status== O:lnclude (fb)
• Friend feature: When there exists a set offeatures that requires f, iff is removed, all the features in f.reqed will be removed. The propagation rule is:
Remove (f)=\ifrEf.reqed:Remove (fr) Based on the above propagation rules, the feature relationship propagation starting from a specific feature f can be achieved in an iterative manner. At the first propagation step, the inclusion or removal of a specific feature f will lead to that its adjacent features, such as parent, child and dependent features, are included or removed. Then at each propagation step, the features that are included or removed at the previous step will propagate their inclusions or removals to their adjacent features. Finally, the feature relationship propagation terminates if no features are included or removed in one propagation step.
One example is used to illustrate the process offeature relationship propagation. In the feature model of Fig. 4 , the inclusion of feature f will propagate to a set of its adjacent features: E is removed due to the relationship SR-1; C is included due to the relationship RQ-3; and A is included due to the relationship SR-1. Then at step two, the features included or removed at step one, including E, C and A, will propagate to their adjacent features as well: the removal of E results in the removal of D because of RQ-2; and the inclusion of A results in the inclusion of Band R because ofRQ-1 and BR-1, respectively. At step three, the newly included or removed features D, Band R will propagate to their adjacent features, but only the inclusion of R results in the inclusion of K by BR-5 at this step. As no features will be removed or included because of the inclusion of Kat step four, the feature relationship propagation terminates. In conclusion, the feature relationship propagation starting from the inclusion off in the feature model of Fig. 4 will lead to the inclusion of C, A, B, R, Kand the removal of E, D.
Detecting feature model errors: This section aims to propose a method of detecting feature model errors by finding all contradictory relationship sets (CRS) existing in a feature model. For a specific feature f, to identify CRS (f, inclusion), root feature is included and inclusion off is propagated by feature relationship propagation. Whenever a Contradictory Configuration Conclusion (CCC) arises, a CRS (f, inclusion) is identified. Similarly, to identify CRS (f, removal), the root feature and parent of feature fare included and the removal off is propagated following feature relationship propagation. \iVhenever a contradictory configuration conclusion arises, a CRS (f, removal) is identified. This study implements the feature relationship propagation by Depth-first Search (DFS) in a feature diagram. Starting at a specific feature f, its inclusion or removal is propagated to the first adjacent feature that appears based on the propagation rules. The propagation goes deeper and deeper until a contradictory configuration conclusion is found or until it hits a feature that has no adjacent features that can be propagated. Then the search backtracks returning to the most recent feature it hasn't finished exploring in a non-recursive implementation, all freshly propagated features are added to a stack for exploration.
Algorithm 1 is developed to identify all contradictory relationship sets in a feature model. Algorithm 1 includes two functions: the main function (Function 1) and the function of feature relationship propagation (Function 2). Three global variables are defined: crs_list_f which is an array list for storing the identified CRS starting from f, crs_list which is an array list for storing all CRS existing in a feature model and path which is a stack for tracking the propagation process. In Function 1, to find CRS (f, inclusion), the inclusion of the root feature rand then propagate the inclusion off. If any contradictory configuration conclusion arises, a CRS (f, inclusion) can be found (line 1-9). To find CRS (f, removal), the inclusion of root feature rand the parent off is propagated and the removal off is propagated to other features. If any contradictory configuration conclusion arises, a CRS (f, removal) can be found (line 10-19). The parameter of Function 1 is the feature model (fm) from which finds all CRS. Before identifying CRS starting from a specific feature f, the feature model must be initialized by the method fm. reset which can set the status of all features in the feature model as "O". The global variable crs_list_f must be cleared to store the CRS starting from fby the method crs_list_f. clear(). All CRS identified will be stored into the array list crs_list as illustrated in line 7 and 17. In Function 2, the action imposed on a specific feature f is propagated to other features. This function has three parameters: a feature f where the propagation starts from, an action imposed on feature f where value al" illustrating inclusion off and value a-1" illustrating the removal off and the relationship that connects f with its precedent feature which propagates value to f. Before the propagation, feature fis included or removed based on the action imposed on f (line 1) and the feature relationship that connects f with its precedent feature is stored into path to track the propagation process (line 2). In the propagation process, if the action on f can be propagated to an adjacent feature, the function "propagate" is called recursively. If an adjacent feature that has already been included needs to be removed or an adjacent feature that has already been removed needs to be included, a contradictory configuration conclusion is found and the propagation returns to the precedent feature (i.e., line 8, 25). Meanwhile the current propagation path is copied and stored to crs_list_f to present the found contradictory relationship set. If no adjacent features of f can be removed or included, the propagation returns to the precedent feature and the feature relationship connecting f and its precedent feature is popped from path (line 96). It should be noted that after a CRS is found, the propagation will continue as there may be more than one CRS starting from a feature f. After the propagation, all CRS starting from f will be stored in crs_list_f. Using Algorithm 2, all the contradictory relationship sets (CRS) existing in a feature model can be identified. Based on the relationships between CRS and feature model errors proposed, the feature model errors can be identified based on the found CRS. For example, in the tourist guide feature model of Fig. 1 , a CRS {"mobile", inclusion} can be identified using Algorithm 2, so feature "mobile" is a dead feature. To fix this feature model error, the explanations of the feature model error must be given. The next section will introduce the method of generating the explanations of a feature model error based on the CRS that cause the feature model error.
Explaining feature model errors: Once a feature model error is identified, the explanations of the error need to be provided to correct the error. A feature model error may have a set of explanations and each explanation is a set of feature relationships which must be modified to remove the error. For example, a possible explanation of dead feature ({mobile" in Fig. 1 would be the feature dependency ({terminal device requires encryption", which means modifying this feature dependency will remove the dead feature error. Another possible explanation of dead feature a mobile" would be a encryption excludes mobile" and the error can also be corrected by modifying this feature dependency.
The task of explaining a feature model error is a diagnosis problem in the theory of diagnosis (Reiter, 1987) . In Reiter's theory, a diagnosis system is modeled as (SD, COMPS, OBS) where SD is a set of predicates defining the behavioral and structural models of the system, COMPS is the set of system components and OBS is a set of observations expressed as predicates. The abnormal behavior of a component c is represented as Ab (c) while the normal behavior of c is represented as •Ab (c). In Reiter's theory, ikCOMPS is an explanation of system (SD, COMPS, OBS) if the predicate "SD/\OBS/\{Ab(c) I cEM/\{•Ab(c) I cECOMPS-M" is consistent and ~ is minimal. The minimal explanation of a diagnosis system Sis defined as an explanation E for S such that no strict subset of Eis also an explanation for S (Poole and Mackworth, 2010) . In the context of feature model validation, the minimal explanations of a feature model error are defined as follows:
Definition 1: A minimal explanation of a feature model error is an explanation E of the error such that no strict subset of Eis also an explanation of the error, where Eis a set of feature relationships that must be modified to remove the error.
In the following, a method is developed to generate the minimal explanations of a feature model error based on the contradictory relationship sets that cause the error. As a feature model error on a specific feature f is caused by one or more contradictory relationship sets, the intuitive idea of fixing a feature model error on f is to eliminate all the contradictory relationship sets that cause the error from the feature model. Assume that a feature model error is caused by a set of contradictory relationship sets CRS 1 , CRS 2 ... CRSn where an= l" means the feature model error is caused by one CRS and "n>l" means the feature model error is caused by multiple CRS. Removing a CRS can be achieved by modifying one or more feature relationships in the CRS. Therefore, there can be several solutions of removing a CRS by changing at least one feature relationship in the CRS. Among these solutions, the optimal solutions of removing a CRS should include one and only one feature relationship in the CRS. Deductively, the optimal solutions of removing CRS 1 , CRS 2 ... CRS,, should include one feature relationship from each CRS and they can be obtained from the cartesian product of CRS 1 , CRS 2 ... CRS,, (CRS 1 xCRS 2 x ... xCRS,, = {(r 1 , r 2 ... , r,,):r,ECRSJ). To generate the minimal explanations of a feature model error caused by CRS 1 , CRS 2 .. CRS,,, four steps need to be followed:
Step 1 Table 4 shows some examples to illustrate the process of generating the minimum explanations for a feature model error based on the contradictory relationship sets that cause the feature model error.
TOOL SUITE
To enhance the usability of the validation approach proposed in this study, a tool suite called Feature Model Validation Tool (FMVTool) has been developed. This tool suite includes two main 
and CSR
Step 1 Step2
Step 3 and 4 (minimal explanation)
Dead feature B {Rq-1, Rq-1, Ex-3} {Rq-1, Ex-3} {Rq-1, Ex-3} {Rq-1, Rq-1, Rq-3} {Rq-1 , Rq-3} {Rq-1, Rq-3} CRS (B, inclusion)= {Rq-1, Ex-1, Ex-3} {Rq-1, Ex-1, Ex-3} {Ex-2, Ex-1 , Ex-3} {Rq-1, Ex-2} {Rq-1, Ex-1, Rq-3} {Rq-1, Ex-1, Rq-3} {Ex-2, Ex-1 , Rq-3} {Rq-1, Rq-2, Ex-3} {Rq-1, Rq-2, Ex-3} {Ex-2, Rq-2, Ex-3} CRS (B, inclusion)= {Rq-1, Rq-2, Rq-3} {Rq-1 , Rq-2, Rq-3} {Ex-2, Rq-2, Rq-3} {Rq-1, Ex-1, Rq-2} {Ex-2, Rq-1, Ex-3} {Ex-2, Rq-1, Ex-3} {Ex-2, Rq-1, Rq-3} {Ex-2, Rq-1, Rq-3} {Ex-2, Ex-1, Ex-3} {Ex-2, Ex-1, Ex-3} CRS (B, inclusion)= {Ex-2, Ex-1, Rq-3} {Ex-2, Ex-1, Rq-3} {Ex-3, Rq-3} {Ex-2, Rq-2, Ex-3} {Ex-2, Rq-2, Ex-3} Figure 6 shows the view of establishing a feature model b y the designers. The FMVTool supports to cr eat e a root featu r e and add mandatory featur e, optional featur e , variation point feature or variant feature under an existing feature. The "requires" or "excludes" dependencies can b e added between two variable features . Second, FMVTool can generate the random feature models base d on a set of parameters, such as t h e number of features, the number of cross-tree constraints, the percentage of common features and variable features among all features and the maximum h eight of feat ur e models. The FMVTool provides the function of gen er ating random feature m odels, as the efficiency of the proposed validation approach needs t o b e evaluated based on large scale feature models which are difficult to obtain in real world software product lines. Once a feature model is established, it need s to b e stored into files. As shown in Fig. 7 , the xml format that FAMA (Benavides et al., 2007) used is adapted for storing feature models . The <binary Relation> with <cardinality min= "O", max= "l"> represents the optional relationships and the <binaryRelation>with<cardinality min= "1", max= "1"> represents mandatory relationships. The <solitaryFeature>presents a child feature that connects with its parent feature by optional or mandatory relationship. The <setRelation> with <cardinality min = "a", max = "b"> represents a variation point with cardinality (a ... b). Each variant feature under a variation point is represented by <groupedFeature> under <setRelation>. The "requires" and "excludes" constraints are described by the elements <requires> and <excludes> respectively.
To validate a feature model, FMVTool supports to identify feature model errors and explain a specific feature model error. Figure 8 shows the view of identifying and explaining feature model errors in FMVTool. An existing feature model is first input into FMVTool from an xml file. Then dead features can be identified by pressing "find all dead" and false variable features can be identified by pressing "find all false". The found dead features and false variable features will appear in the list box of "feature model errors". To explain a specific feature model error on f, feature f is selected in the list box of "feature model errors" and press "explain". Then all Contradictory Relationship Sets (CRS) that cause the feature model error and the minimal explanations of the feature model error will be shown in the list box of "error explanation". Figure 8 shows the results of using FMVTool to validate the tourist guide feature model of Fig. 1 . The result shows that "mobile" is a dead feature because of CRS ("mobile", inclusion) = {Rq-8, Ex-5, SR}. This feature model error has three minimal explanations {Rq-8}, {Ex-5} and {SR}. Here, the explanation "SR" is the hierarchical relationship between "terminal device" and "mobile". The names of hierarchical relationships can be found in the xml file which stores the feature model.
Finally, feature modelers can fix the feature model errors by modifying feature relationships based on the error explanations found by FMVTool. These feature relationships can be modified in two ways: modifying the xml file which stores the feature model and modifying the feature model from the function view of Fig. 6 . 
EXPERIMENTS
This section aims to evaluate the proposed validation approach from two aspects: the correctness of the identified feature model errors and the efficiency for validating feature models. The evaluation process is illustrated in Fig. 9 . The CSP based approach proposed by Trinidad et al. (2008) and its supporting tool FAMA (Benavides et al., 2007) are chosen as the contrast to evaluate the approach of this study and the tool suite FMVTool. For a specific feature model, FAMA and FMVTool are used to identify feature model errors and find the explanations for each feature model error. Then the validation results from FAMA and FMVTool can be compared.
CORRECTNESS
The correctness of the proposed approach heavily relies on whether the identified feature model errors and their explanations are complete and correct. To evaluate the correctness of the proposed approach, FMVTool and FAMA are used to validate a set offeature models as shown in Table 5 and then compare the validation results. All kinds of feature model errors are included into these examples, such as dead feature and false variable feature. Furthermore, these examples include feature model errors caused by one Contradictory Relationship Set (CRS), by multiple CRS that have no interactions and by multiple CRS that have intersections. The validation results show that FMVTool can identify feature model errors and provide the explanations for feature model errors the same as FAMA. It should be noted that the explanations identified by FMVTool can cover the explanations identified by FAMA. FMVTool finds the minimal explanations based on Definition 1. FAMA finds the minimum explanation which is an explanation that contains the minimum set of failing feature relationships while giving the reason of the error (Trinidad et al., 2008) . For example, in the third feature model of Table 5 , FAMA can identify the minimum explanation (Rq-1) for dead feature A while FMVTool can identify the minimal explanations (Rq-1) (Ex-1, Rq-2) and (Ex-1, Ex-2) for dead feature A.
The next step is to validate the developed tool FMVTool on some randomly generated feature models. The numbers are used to name the features in the generated feature models. For example, if a feature model with 5 features is generated, the names of the five features in the feature model are 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. In the experiment, 15 random feature models are generated as shown in Table 6 . In these feature models, the number of features ranges from 20 to 40 and the number of feature dependencies ranges from 10 to 20. 6, 25, 26, 29, 32, 33, 35, 36, 13 Table 6 shows the results of using FMVTool to identify dead features and false variable features in the generated feature models. By comparing the validation results of the generated feature models provided by FAMA with the validation results in Table 6 , FMVTool and FAMA can identify the same set of feature model errors for these randomly generated feature models. Furthermore, it is found that the minimal explanations generated by FMVTool can equal with or cover the minimum explanations provided by FAMA on these generated feature models. For example, Fig. 10 shows the random feature model 2 in Table 6 . FMVTool can identify the minimal explanations of dead feature 13 as (Rq-2) (BR-7) (BR-8) (Rq-1) and (Ex-1); and the minimal explanations of false variable feature 2 as (Rq-3) (SR-4) (Rq-4) and . This result is the same as the validation result from FAMA. In this sense, FMVTool can identify and explain feature model errors correctly on these randomly generated feature models.
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Efficiency: This section aims to verify the efficiency of the proposed validation approach based. 5 groups offeature models are randomly generated and each group consists of 10 feature models. Table 6 (Rq-1)13-> 16 (Rq-2)13-> 10 (Rq-3)5--> 2 (Rq-4)6--> 20 (Rq-5)20-> 2 (Ex-1)16 <-> 9 (Ex-3)16 <-> 18 (Ex-4)16 <-> 20 (Ex-5)17 <-> 15 (Ex-5)18 <-> 15 The feature models in the same group have the same number offeatures and the same number of cross-tree constraints. Then FMVTool and FAMA are used to validate 5 groups of randomly generated feature models. The average time spent by FAMA and the average time spent by FMVTool for validating each group offeature models are recorded in Table 7 . The results show that FAJV[A reveals a weak time performance when resolving feature model errors on medium and large size feature models. For validating a feature model which has more than 100 features, FAMA even meets a out of memory" error because of the state space explosion problem. Compared with FAJV[A, the proposed validation approach reveals a strong time performance and finds the explanations for feature model errors in seconds.
Besides the experiments, the efficiency of the proposed approach is further compared with the CSP based approach from the algorithm complexity. As introduced in section 4, the complexity of the proposed approach is mainly determined by the propagation algorithm (Algorithm 1) which can find all contradictory feature relationships in a feature model. The process of finding contradictory feature relationships from a feature model is the same as the process of finding all elementary circuits from a directed graph (Tarjan, 1972) . The time complexity of the developed algorithm can have an upper bound of O(v+e) (c+ 1) on time and an upper bound of O(v+e) on space when applied to a feature model with v features, e feature relationships and c elementary circuits (Johnson, 1975) . If the number of the Contradictory Relationship Sets (CRS) is not large, the approach of this study is more efficient than the CSP based approach which has the time complexity 0 (2").
In conclusion, we observe that our validation tool can produce the same results as FAMA for the same test cases (a set of pre-designed feature models and randomly generated feature models). This observation increases the level of confidence on the correctness of our proposed validation approach. For the validation performance, we find that our validation tool never fails on the test cases and needs a few seconds to generate the validation results for large-scale feature models (more than 100 features).
CONCLUSION
A feature model is one of the most important domain models for capturing and managing the commonalities and variabilities of products in a software product line. In software product line engineering, a feature model is established by domain engineers based on their knowledge and experience. In practice, it is inevitable for domain engineers to introduce the errors into a feature model, especially for large-scale feature models. In order to produce the error-free feature models, a feature model needs to be validated, such as identifying feature model errors and providing the explanations for each identified error. In literature, a set of approaches have been proposed to validate a feature model by transforming a feature model into a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) and then using solvers to reason on the CSP. However, all these approaches are inefficient when dealing with the large scale feature models, as the time complexity of using the solvers to identify the explanations of a given feature model error is 0 (2") in the general cases. This study proposed a new approach for identifying and explaining feature model errors by finding the contradictory feature relationships behind the feature model errors. A tool suite was developed to implement the concepts of the proposed approach. The correctness and efficiency of the proposed approach have been evaluated by comparing the validation results between FAMA and the developed tool FMVTool. The evaluation showed that the proposed approach is more efficient than the CSP based approach in most cases where the number of contradictory relationship sets is not large. This study focused on validating cardinality-based feature models. In the future, the proposed approach will be extended to validate feature models based on other notations, such as feature models with attributes.
